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 the fan to filter the air

kitchens.

Used & new (20) from $132.12 & FREE
shipping. Details

Packaging may reveal contents. Choose
Conceal Package at checkout.

Frequently bought together

Total price: $194.81

› ›

& FREE Shipping.Details

Want it Sunday, July 8? Order
within 7 hrs 20 mins and choose
Two-Day Shipping at checkout.
Details

Deliver to Losangeles 90001

In Stock.
Ships from and sold by
Amazon.com. Gift-wrap available.

Add a Protection Plan:

Turn on 1-Click ordering for this browser

Buy New
$150.99

Qty: 1

2-Year Protection for $9.34

Buy Used
$132.12

Add to List

Other Sellers on Amazon

$180.79
+ Free Shipping
Sold by: qproducts

Add to Cart

$181.16
+ Free Shipping
Sold by: STL PRO, Inc.

Add to Cart

$183.00
+ Free Shipping
Sold by: The Home Shopping Concierge

Add to Cart

Used & new (20) from $132.12 & FREE
shipping. Details
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Have one to sell?

+

Special offers and product promotions
Buy Used and Save: Buy a Used "Winix 5500-2 Air Purifier with True HEPA, PlasmaWa..." and save 47% off the $249.99 list price. Buy with
confidence as the condition of this item and its timely delivery are guaranteed under the "Amazon A-to-z Guarantee". See all Used offers.

Have a question?
Find answers in product info, Q&As, reviews

From the manufacturer

Sell on AmazonAdd both to Cart

Add both to List

This item: Winix 5500-2 Air Purifier with True HEPA, PlasmaWave and Odor Reducing Washable AOC Carbon Filter $150.99

Winix 115115 True HEPA Plus 4 Replacement Filter $43.82

Sponsored products related to this item (What's this?) Page 1 of 27

Ad feedback

Rabbit Air BioGS 2.0 Ultra
Quiet HEPA Air Purifier
(SPA-550A)

351
$369.95

Aprilaire Allergy + Pet9550
True HEPA Air Purifier with
4-Stage Filtration, for Pet...

22
$599.00

115115 True HEPA
Replacement Filter 'A'
Combo for Winix
Plasmawave Series…

8
$42.99

Blue Pure 211+ Air Purifier
3 Stage with Two Washable
Pre-Filters, Particle,
Carbon...

231
$249.35

PureZone 3-in-1 True
HEPA Air Purifier – 3
Speeds Plus UV-C Air
Sanitizer – Elimina...

867
$99.99

Customers who bought this item also bought Page 1 of 3

Winix 115115 True HEPA
Plus 4 Replacement Filter

653
$43.82

True HEPA Plus 4 Carbon
Replacement Filter for
Winix 115115 Size 21 by
Vacuum Savings

440
2 offers from $20.74

Winix H Replacement Filter
Compatible with Air
Cleaner 5500-2
Replacement Filter Pack

15
$61.42

True HEPA Plus 4 Carbon
Replacement Filter for
Winix 115115 Size 21, Fit
Plasma Wave WAC5300,…

19
$23.79

LEVOIT LV-H132 Air
Purifier Filtration with True
HEPA Filter, Allergies
Eliminator for Room,…

146

in
Compressed Air Filters
$159.99

#1 Best Seller
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View larger

3 Stage Air Purification
(Coated Deodorization) Carbon Filter

Reduces VOCs and household odors from cooking, pets, and
smoke. It is designed to catch airborne particles found indoors,
which also helps prolong the True HEPA Filter life.

True HEPA Filter

True HEPA filters capture 99.97%* of airborne allergens including;
pollen, mold spores, dust, pet dander, microbes, and smoke.

*Particles as small as 0.3 microns in size.

PlasmaWave Technology

PlasmaWave Technology works at a molecular level to safely
breaks down odors, allergens, chemical vapors, and other indoor
pollutants, without emitting harmful Ozone.

AHAM Verified & CADR
Rating

AHAM - 360 sq. ft.
Dust - 243
Pollen - 246
Smoke - 232

4 Fan Speeds

Want to control your unit manually? The 5500-2 has you covered. With 4
settings you can manually set the speed to exactly what you want. So show
the particles in your air whose boss by choosing between Low, Medium, High,
and Turbo.

Smart Sensors & Auto Mode

Utilizing our Smart Sensors the 5500-2 consistently monitors the air around it. The
LED indicator displays the quality on a scale of good to poor (1-3). When the unit
senses the quality change, it automatically adjusts the speed at which it’s running
to equalize the pollutants and create clean. pure. air.

LED Auto Dim Feature

With the end user in mind our engineers had a great thought; why do the LED
lights remain bright even when it’s dark? With that thought in mind we created
the auto dim feature; which senses the amount of ambient light in the room,
allowing the unit to adjust the brightness of the display.

Filter Replacement Indicator

Worried you might forget when your filter needs to be changed? Fret not. The
5500-2 will let you know when it’s time. The control panel will display an LED
alert until the filter is changed. On average the (CD)Carbon Pre-Filter needs
to be changed every 6 months and the True HEPA Filter needs to be changed
every year.
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Product Dimensions 15 x 8.2 x 23.6 inches

Item Weight 15.4 pounds

Shipping Weight 20.5 pounds (View shipping rates
and policies)

Manufacturer Winix

ASIN B01D8DAYII

Item model number 5500-2

Batteries 1 Lithium Polymer batteries
required. (included)

Customer Reviews 517 customer
reviews
4.5 out of 5 stars

Best Sellers Rank #2,869 in Home & Kitchen (See Top
100 in Home & Kitchen)
#29 in Home & Kitchen > Heating,
Cooling & Air Quality > Air Purifiers

Technical Specification

User Guide [pdf ]
User Manual [pdf ]

Warranty & Support

Product Warranty: For warranty information about this product, please click here.
[PDF ]

Feedback

If you are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates through
seller support?
Would you like to tell us about a lower price?

Product description
The WINIX 5500-2 Air Cleaner replaces the wildly popular 5500 model; designed for any home environment and ready to capture dust, pollen, pet dander, smoke,
mold spores, VOC (volatile organic compounds) and household odors. With a CADR (Clean Air Delivery Rate) rating from AHAM (Association of Home Appliance
Manufacturers), this unit is best used for medium to large living spaces, kitchens, or bedrooms. The WINIX 5500-2 uses a 3-stage air cleaning system, featuring a
Washable AOC (Advanced Odor Control) Carbon Filter, 99.97 percent efficient True HEPA filter and WINIX PlasmaWave technology. Features: 360 sq. ft. room size,
VOC Smart Sensor, air quality visual indicator, light sensor, auto & sleep mode, remote control, CUL Listed, AHAM CADR (Clean Air Delivery Rate) certified, CARB
certified (California Air Resources Board), Energy Star certified.

Product information

Winix Inc.
Established over 40 years ago, in 1973, our goal is and always has been
simple; provide clean air and clean water. Winix is in constant pursuit of
'next generation' technologies and quality engineering leading to
aesthetically pleasing, user friendly and (most importantly) powerfully
effective products. We have a rich history of innovation and our
uncompromised ethical standards are second to none.

Related Video Shorts | Upload your video
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Customer questions & answers

Sponsored products related to this item (What's this?) Page 1 of 7

Ad feedback

VEVA 8000 Elite Pro Series
Air Purifier True HEPA
Filter & 4 Premium
Activated Carb...

434
$99.99

Rabbit Air BioGS 2.0 Ultra
Quiet HEPA Air Purifier
(SPA-550A)

351
$369.95

AeraMax 300/DX95 Large
Room Air Purifier Mold,
Odors, Dust, Smoke,
Allergens and Ge...

468
$199.00

LEVOIT LV-H132 Air
Purifier with True Hepa
Filter, Odor Allergies
Eliminator for Sm...

1736
$89.99

Sancusto Air Purifier for
Home, 3 Stages Filtration
True Hepa Filter Air
Cleaner wi...
$97.98

Have a question? Search for answers

23
votes

Question: Difference between 5300-2 and 5500-2?

Answer: I purchased the 5300-2 not the 5500-2. The major difference I noted was the 5500-2 having a remote. We didn't need a
remote model.
By NMT on June 7, 2016

See more answers (4)

12
votes

Question: What's washable? the carbon filter? the hepa filter? winix's description and site are completely lacking in details.

Answer: A carbon filter can not be usefully washed. Carbon chemically bonds loosely with various (airborne) chemicals. Water will
not wash off these bonded chemicals. If the carbon filter frame is 100% metal, (and not coated by some toxic plastic),
theoretically the carbon could be reactivated by baking off the attached chemic… see more
By NinoUpte7 on April 22, 2017

See more answers (5)

8
votes

Question: What is the negative ion output?

Answer: The Winix does not produce ozone. Negative ions does not automatically equate to ozone. It's simply a molecule with an
extra electron. This negative charge is attracted to positively charged molecules, potentially dust and other airborne
particles. Once combined, the particles are more likely to fall out of the air… see more
By Raymond T Fortier on November 16, 2016

See more answers (9)

6
votes

Question: Anyone find cheaper filter replacement yet? There are plenty for the 5500 but not the 5500-2.

Answer: Yes but the Hepa already stinks after just 3 months and the charcoal one is just some kind of fibers woven together gone
through 4 of them in 3 months. I'm getting the real ones from now on.
By Tracy Martin on November 29, 2016

Manufacturer Video Kin Community

0:46

Winix

3:04

How to Choose the Right Air Purifier
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Customer Reviews

4.5 out of 5 stars

Read reviews that mention

quiet dust filters auto speed bedroom mode

smell allergies remote running setting difference

sensor sleep blue loud red noise low

Top customer reviews

Best Bang For Your Buck
July 24, 2017
Verified Purchase

95 people found this helpful

Comment Report abuse

It works. Eczema cleared up, allergies cleared up...no more glitter in the air on sunny days!
January 8, 2018
Verified Purchase

Customer images

See all customer images

Most recent customer reviews

I hope I never need this but ...
I bought one of these for work and liked it so much , I
got another for home . I live in the Pacific Northwest
and when we get forest fires , the smoke surrounds
everything .
Published 23 hours ago

Stay away if you want good speed
control
I really wanted to like this unit. I was also planning on
buying a few more until recently. The charcoal plate
started smelling horrible after a few weeks of using.

Published 1 day ago

Five Stars
Works Great!
Published 2 days ago

Checked independent review sites
and found good ratings. Purchased two at great
price and they ...
Checked independent review sites and found good
ratings. Purchased two at great price and they work
well for large rooms. No problems, no odors and run
silent.
Published 2 days ago

Definitely doing an excellent job
I really like it. The few times I knew the air quality in
the room had deteriorated it showed a red indicator so
I know it's actually monitoring and cleaning the air.

Published 3 days ago

Not sure if it is removing much of the
air-borne dusts in the bedroom, as I still see the
dusts blown and floating in the room.
I still see the rather large fiber dust floating in the
bedroom where I had put in this purifier. The 1st set
(plastic mesh) of 3-step filers doesn't get enough dust
caught on it.
Published 3 days ago

See more answered questions (160)

517

5 star 72%
4 star 13%
3 star 6%
2 star 3%
1 star 6%

Share your thoughts with other customers

Write a customer review

See all 517 customer reviews

Gino

I've been looking for a new air purifier for almost a year now, doing research here and there trying to find a unit
that meets all the requirments I'm looking for. I need a unit that's for a larger room, has an auto feature, has good
priced replacement filters, and looks good to match my home decor. A recent 80,000 acre fire hastened my
research due to the thick blanket of smoke that blanket the area (and still is) every morning. With all things
considered, the Winix 5500-2 met all my requiements.

The unit arrived promptly and unpackaging was an ease. I literally had it set up ans running in about 5 minutes.
The body is a hard, matte black plastic that feels sturdy and durable. The front panel is easy to remove, and
secures to the unit via a clever magnetic clasp that is secure, yet simple to remove to access your prefilter for bi
weekly cleaning and hepa/carbon filter replacement. There are 3 filters in total, and they fit snugly inside the filter
chamber, amd ate secured in with the prefilter that snaps firmly into place.
The control panel at the top is intuituve and user friendly. The buttons are clearly marked and visual ques explain
what each button does taking out any guesswork as to what they do. A stylish indicator light bar runs along the
bottom of the control panel indicating the level of air cleanliness with a 3 color scheme...green for clean, orange
for okay, and red for bad. You can manually run the machine on 4 fan settings, or choose auto mode and let the
machine choose the settings based on the data colected from the sensor. This means hands off operation.Read more

Helpful Not Helpful

Clinestead

We live in a wood house. Zero carpet. 7 humans, 3 dogs, 3 cats. There are no words to describe the amount of
hair and dust that I battle on a daily basis. I pretty much gave up. Started researching air purifiers..... Lots to
learn about them. Anyway, settled on 1 and got it. It's been 4 days and we are simply amazed. Baby hasn't had a
runny nose in 2 days and he has had a runny nose since he was born. He has eczema, which is pretty much
controlled by the diapers and wipes we use, but he still has a small rash that never completely goes away. It's
gone. My nose hasn't been an issue in 2 days and None of us have been coughing. We all coughed, all the time.

Charles Popelka

Read more

HappyH

Read more

prj

S L Kumar

Jonathan Michael

Read more

HL

Read more

Read more
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53 people found this helpful

Comment Report abuse

Great for my allergies.
June 19, 2016

272 people found this helpful

Comment Report abuse

No more sniffles awesome filter. be
sure to clean off the dust ...
No more sniffles awesome filter. be sure to clean off
the dust filter every so often.
Published 4 days ago

I highly recommend this product!
The reviews were spot on!
Really nice air purifier! Silent. The different modes are
well thought out, making them very useful.

Published 4 days ago

it has been perfect. Does a great job
I've had this for 2 weeks, now. So far, it has been
perfect. Does a great job. I do not run it all the time,
but only when I need it.
Published 6 days ago

Slam Dunk for air cleaners
Slam Dunk!! Love this super unit, it looks like a paper
shredder but that's ok, so very quiet and quick.
Published 6 days ago

Search customer reviews

Set up an Amazon Giveaway

Pages with related products. See and discover other items: air purifier mold, air purifiers with washable filters, air scrubber, pet hair room air filters, room deodorizers,
smart home technologies

The dust.

It's gone too. Dusting twice a day still didn't help before. It's simply not there. In addition to a wood house, one
end of the house is all glass....so even after I dusted there was always "glitter in the air" as my toddler called it.
It's gone as well.

It might be all in my head, but I swear my mood and energy are better too. (Could be because the house
appears clean, or it could be in my head...either way...I consider this a win!) If you have any issues with this kind

Helpful Not Helpful

TRZ

As a Safety Engineer, I know how important it is to keep the air in your house clean. We breath 20.9% oxygen,
78% nitrogen and the rest is just "other stuff." That being said, a HEPA filter is the only way to go when trying to
mitigate the junk we breath. This not only has a HEPA filter, but also a carbon filter, and even a third filter/screen
just to keep the other filters clean from debris; meaning if something nasty is in your air, this will take it out.
Once the air flows through the filters, it is redistributed cleanly through the vent on top of the unit. What I really
like is that you can adjust the fan speed to four different speeds (low to high), and you even have a sleep mode
to shut off the lighting and drops the db lv to almost nothing. Even with the fan on high, I don't find the noise all
that loud.
The coolest feature about this purifier is the three light system. If you put this unit on automatic mode, the fans
will adjust themselves automatically depending on how dirty the air is. For example, if I vacuume near this, the
red light comes on indicating that there is a high concentration particulates in the air, so it will automatically turn
the unit on high, but if there is a low about, it turns orange. The fan will lower to a medium rate, but if the air
quality is good, it stays blue. This also happens when the dog walks and/or stirs in front of it.
The plasma wave technology can also be turned off with a push of a button. I was first concerned of ozone, but
what this unit puts off is far below what the EPA recommends for this type of unit. It also comes with a remote
which is very handy, and not to mention, it really looks nice.

Helpful Not Helpful

See all 517 reviews

Write a customer review

Jason

A. Kelly

Read more

GV

Read more

elweaselgrande

SearchSearch

Amazon Giveaway allows you to run promotional giveaways in order to
create buzz, reward your audience, and attract new followers and
customers. Learn more about Amazon Giveaway

This item: Winix 5500-2 Air Purifier with True HEPA, PlasmaWave and Odor Reducing Washable AOC Carbon Filter

Set up a giveaway

Customers who viewed this item also viewed
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